
March 22, 2022

Re: ZYNADIUM OPERATIONS 

PökPök Labs, a Subsidiary of PökPök Inc. is a safety-oriented laboratory 
work-space for scientists. We do screen our guests but are not responsi-
ble for experiments that take place on our site.

What happened at our operations in Bimbarimbo is extremely rare. The 
Bimbarimbo News is not sharing the full story. Everyone knows Zynadium 
bio-experimentation is very common.“Zy142” is basically already an 
official periodic element.

Professor Kückenschnupfer was being careful with Zynadium, but his pet 
chicken Nacho loved to eat it. Unfortunately though, when the Professor 
noticed some odd looking eggs he gave the chicken even more Zynadium. 
When the first eggs hatched they evolved into creatures resembling things 
Nacho ate for lunch. But they also evolved to death. As more eggs hatched 
the Professor realised that evolution can be paused using an incubator. 
Morphan’s can safely become a kid while inside. Finally, he added a 
Zynadium morphing feature, so the creature can safely experience being a 
dorky teenager. He was working on refining the final adult morphing when 
a reporter working for that rag Bimbarimbo News labelled these accusa-
tions and the authorities closed in and shut our lab down

Sadly, Inside Kückenschnupfer’s lab we found 1,200 abandoned mutant-eggs. 
That’s why we’ve set up the PökPök Adopt a Morphan Program™ where you can 
adopt one. They are being shipped in almost-new incubators equipped with 
Zynadium Morph technology. Get your egg, watch it grow, return and evolve 
it with more Zynadium.  

The Professor and his chicken have left our premises, seen heading west 
into the jungle. He will be banned from using PökPök Laboratories 
world-wide. We appeal to the fine administrators at Bimbarimbo Safety 
Council and President Marty Fillbags to reinstate our LEG-e2 Bio-licence 
and release our stock of NACHO Zynadium-Whitening® Toothpaste.

Sincerely,

Rhonda P,
Vice President of Operations

https://zynadium.neocities.org/
https://bimbarimbotourism.neocities.org/



